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Siphon 
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Incredibly popular in Japan and 

Korea, siphon brews are certainly 

eye-catching with all the glass tubes 

and glowing elements. Siphons are 

a very “cool” method of brewing, 

according to RAW Coffee Company 

director and owner Matt Toogood.

“This is due to the use of a burner 

and the whole theatrics of the pro-

cess, the coffee is light, clean tast-

ing and it is very easy to identify 

the flavours in the coffee using this 

method,” he explains. 

Marco’s Gautam Kumbargeri Sri-

nath agrees but adds that it is still in 

its early stages.

“People are testing it and trying 

to achieve consistency of brew,” ex-

plained Kumbargeri Srinath.

Another coffee brewing technique 

that is attempting to gain a solid 

footing in the region is cold drip cof-

fee. Suhas Dwarakanath of Brewing 

Gadgets believes people can’t digest 

the fact that to brew one cup of cof-

fee takes a minimum of eight hours. 

But Coffee Planet roastmaster, 

Matt Wade says it’s rather odd how 

“incredibly scarce” cold drip coffee 

is in the region, especially consider-

ing the climate. His problem with 

cold drip is “that I can never get a 

real pure flavour characteristic of 

the origin coming through”.

Wade and his friend Ancis have 

embarked on a brew method of 

dripping a chemex filter directly on 

to a block of ice and infusing it with 

a small amount of fruit to enhance 

the characteristics.

“It’s proving to be making small 

ripples in the café scene in Dubai 

and there are some café owners 

who are copying the idea and claim-

ing it their own…. we don’t care, imi-

tation is very flattering,” he asserts.

Mandy Aldwinckle Abu Dhabi 

area manager for Boncafe also be-

lieves that ice-blended drinks are 

still currently more popular.

Toogood adds that “it is really for 

people in the know, at this point a 

small percentage of people, but is 

a very commonly requested ‘ooh 

what’s that used for’ drink.”

Manager of Brewing Gadgets, 

Suhas Dwarakanath, says siphon 

brewing goes through stages when 

entered into a market. 

“First it is ridiculed, then it is 

violently opposed before being ac-

cepted as self-evident,” he asserts. 

“The Siphon is still in the first 

stage but will soon be a household 

gadget due to its ease of use and 

also the quality of coffee it brews. It 

also makes sure the coffee is piping 

hot, which is loved by the Asian and 

Middle Eastern nationalities.”
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Coffee Planet’s Matt 
Wade in action.

Siphon’s “look cool”. 
Image: Shutterstock.
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ESPRESSO 
YOURSELF3

For many, the espresso is the jewel 

of the coffee world. 

“At Kempinski Hotel Mall of the 

Emirates we have a lot of demand 

for espresso-based beverages and 

shots,” Raed Ibrahim says.

Limetree Café’s operations man-

ager Kapila Gunasekarage says 

espresso shots are actually diversi-

fying in Europe.

“Gone are the days of going into 

your local café and demanding an 

Americano,” says Gunasekarage.

“A while ago people realised that 

there are much more interesting 

and rewarding ways of drinking the 

black stuff… ie single origin filter cof-

fees or aeropress. Many cafes have 

completely removed Americanos 

from the menu,” Gunasekarage con-

tinues. 

But Boncafe’s Mandy Aldwinckle 

believes that the culture of espresso  

here in the region “is still in its pri-

mal age compared to Europe.”

“The market tends to dilute cof-

fee drinks with flavours, sweeteners 

and mainly milk based products 

such as lattes and cappuccinos are 

gaining popularity and taking cof-

fee away from its basic form.”

But Melitta System Service key 

account manager international, 

Falko Plückebaum, believes that 

this is changing in the region as 

more people travel. 

“At this very moment drinks with 

milk are more popular, but more 

and more people in the region en-

joy drinking the pure espresso for 

its taste.”  

Suhas Dwarakanath of Brewing 

Gadgets points out that the Middle 

East still loves coffee with milk, but 

adds “as knowledge about coffee is 

increasing among people they are 

now realising coffee is not just ‘cof-

fee’ flavoured”.  

D ID  YOU  KNOW?
A barista who understand coffee working in other countries will 
make AED10-12,000 (US$2,700-$3,300) per month whereas most 
employers in the Middle East will pay AED2000 ($544)

Strong black not as 
popular regionally. Image: 
Shutterstock.
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SINGLE ESTATE  
VS. SINGLE ORIGIN

4
Do you care where your coffee 

comes from? For some, it’s not just 

a case of which country, but which 

plantation their bean originated 

from. Falko Plückebaum of Melitta 

System Service argues that people 

interested in coffee do look for the 

country of origin, but knowledge of 

the particular farm or place “does 

not mean a lot”. 

Marco’s Gautam Kumbargeri 

Srinath, Regional Sales Manager, 

Middle East and India says “single 

estate coffees are also important as 

they contain one variety of coffee 

grown from one plant material and 

again they are well processed under 

strict inspection in each level. 

“Single estate and origin coffees 

are making their way into the re-

gion now as pour over coffees and 

filter coffee machines are gaining in 

importance.”

Matt Wade of Coffee Planet says 

single estate coffee is why he’s in 

this industry.

“If you have farmers with differ-

ent ideas about what tastes nice, 

about how best to cultivate and 

harvest, and they mix their crops 

together, then you get a really gen-

eralised flavour that tastes slightly 

confused,” he asserts.

“When I approach a table of 

single estate coffees it’s exciting be-

cause I can taste crazy flavours that 

the farmer has tried to encourage 

out of the bean.”

Matt Toogood of RAW Coffee 

Company agrees arguing that the 

difference between single estate 

and single origin is like talking 

about the difference between spar-

kling wine and champagne. 

“We have 24 different coffees, 

six of which are single estate. The 

single estate coffees we get are from 

our normal suppliers, but they are 

proud of these particular farms,” he 

explains.

Director of business develop-

ment for Al Jassim Group responsi-

ble for Caffe Vergnano 1882’s launch 

in Qatar and Dubai, Camille Aoun, 

says the company is serious when 

it comes to the origins of its coffee.

“Our signature 1882 blend has 

seven different single origins and it 

allows us to create a very interesting 

flavour profile,” he asserts.

Single Estate 
Coffee is growing in 
importance. Image: 

Shutterstock.
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FRANCHISE 
FERVOUR

STANDING 
ALONE5 6

We all have our franchise of choice 

and Wade says franchises are popu-

lar because they have a well worked 

out price point, quality, speed of 

service and consistency.

“People are selling franchises be-

cause they’re an easy way to scale 

up and replicate a successful busi-

ness. But just because there’s a lot 

of them doesn’t mean they are all 

good… like anything you will find 

both good and bad,” he warns. 

Falko Plückebaum of Melitta Sys-

tem Services says the allure of a ‘for-

eign’ experience is popular.

“It is the atmosphere and prod-

ucts from different countries and 

regions what makes the coffee fran-

Making a stand against the giants 

are the independent coffee shops

“They can offer things that nor-

mally a chain would not be able to 

or would be tough to offer due it 

its operational issues,” says Suhas 

Dwarakanath of Brewing Gadgets. 

It’s no surprise that Limetree’s 

Kapila Gunasekarage believes in-

dependents have every chance but 

adds that for survival a concept 

most definitely has to “provide a dif-

ferent offering altogether.” 

Boncafe  Middle East’s Mandy 

Aldwinckle believes the pie is big 

enough for all: “If the quality and 

product standards can compete 

against high street brands then 

chises so popular – people like dif-

ferent tastes of other countries.” 

But there is often a trade-off 

as RAW Coffee Company’s Matt 

Toogood explains. 

“We love brands, franchises offer 

consistency even though the qual-

ity may not be as high,” he begins. 

“People pay twice as much as the 

best specialty fresh coffee, for the 

sheer convenience. Quality needs 

to reflect the region though. In New 

Zealand, where espresso-based 

drink consumption is the highest in 

the world, Starbucks didn’t survive. 

There are now only two in interna-

tional airports - the standard of cof-

fee wasn’t high enough,” he says.

there is a place for independents.”

However Falko Plückebaum of 

Melitta System Services warns that 

marketing is key, adding that for 

new businesses “it is normally hard 

to run a merchandise campaign,” 

after investing in the store. 

But Matt Wade of Coffee Planet 

introduces the idea of a well known 

independent coffee shop based in 

the UK joining a large supermarket 

chain to create a chain of coffee 

shops that are then “pretending to 

be an independent”.

“The Middle East has a little 

while before that happens, but the 

straight up franchise model is still a 

growing here,” he says.

Dubai’s Limetree Cafe is 
famed for its quality coffee 
and cakes.

Chains are loved for 
their consistency. Image: 
Shutterstock.
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Better 
Baristas?7

It’s not just the perfect bean that 

ensures a good coffee, how it’s pre-

pared is vital. But when it comes 

to the standard of baristas in the 

region, few seem to mince their 

words. RAW Coffee Company’s Matt 

Toogood says it’s “really, really bad”.

“Most espresso coffee makers in 

the Middle East don’t ever drink cof-

fee!” he asserts. 

“Most of the time, they are del-

egated the duty to perform rather 

than selecting it as a profession. 

A barista who understands coffee 

working in other countries will make 

AED10-12,000 (US$2,700-$3,300) 

per month whereas here they’re 

paid  AED2000 ($544).”

It’s a paltry four out of 10 for Su-

has Dwarakanath of Brewing Gad-

gets, when grading the UAE’s barista 

talent. 

“There are ridiculously low pay 

scales, most of the cafés don’t really 

invest in training and keeping their 

baristas updated with international 

standards, and 75% of baristas I have 

met here are baristas because they 

could not get a job in their particular 

fields,” he says. 

“Hence most of them end up hat-

ing their jobs and never look to im-

prove their skills.”

Aoun of the Al Jassim Group says 

the region has “more ‘coffee makers’ 

rather than baristas”, all of the above 

reasons why Falko Plückebaum of 

Melitta System Services says ma-

chines are so popular. 

“We do not need a barista to run 

our machines and we still always 

give the customer a very good qual-

ity product,” says Plückebaum.

“Once the owner of the machine 

8
Bean 
maChines

defines the parameters, he can cal-

culate with the amount of coffee, his 

costs and the quality of the product 

will not vary.”

But this trend is changing believes 

Gautam Kumbargeri Srinath of 

Marco: “Competitions have created 

a platform to give baristas recogni-

tion. By the same token, companies 

and baristas want to be the best in 

their fields and to stand out from av-

erage coffee makers. It is a work in 

progress, but still way behind inter-

national standards.”

Everybody loves a bit of technology 

and thankfully the world of coffee is 

full of gadgets and machinery. 

For professionals and cafes there 

is always the La Marzocco, the yo-yo 

of barista opinion according to Coffee 

Planet’s Matt Wade!

“One minute baristas say it’s not 

as good these days – the next minute 

it’s the greatest machine again! There 

are many different machines that 

can perform fantastically well… the 

Simonelli machines are proving to be 

super value for money and well-built 

too.”

Falko Plückebaum of Melitta Sys-

tem Service can only vouch for the 

automatics and for “solidness and re-

liability” opt for Melitta/Cafina. 

“The users demand solid ma-

chines, easy use and cleaning, less 

technical calls, very good quality of 

the coffee product and a perfect, 

stable milk foam.”

For Suhas Dwarakanath of Brew-

ing Gadgets it is La Marzocco, Rachilio 

and La Cimbali due to their “function-

ality, ease of repair and availability of 

spare parts”.

Thermoplan is the way to go for 

Boncafe’s Mandy Aldwinckle thanks 

to its sophisticated Swiss technology.

“It is the easiest to maintain due to 

its modular system. Having a unique 

cool milk solution it prepares milk 

foam with breathtaking consistency.” 

Too many coffee 
makers not enough 
‘baristas’. Image: 
Shutterstock.

Aspen by Kempinski has the 
Victoria Arduino Venus Century 

Espresso Machine, of which there 
are only 100 in the world.
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ECo CoffEE? 9
In a world increasingly concerned 

with the environment, coffee hasn’t 

been spared the green treatment 

and Wade says there is a growing 

demand for organic and fully trace-

able coffees (UTZs). 

However he doesn’t think con-

sumers are really mindful of water 

usage in coffee production.

“It is abnormally high and those 

who buy cheap coffee are adding to 

this problem,” he asserts.

“However there are a growing 

number of farmers who are coming 

up with incredibly innovative ideas 

for reusing water and creating a 

more environmentally responsible 

crop, but they need the support.”

Falko Plückebaum of Melitta Sys-

tem Services agrees with Wade. 

“If a coffee producer is creating 

merchandise and recycles dirty 

water and is using fewer pesticides 

they believe that the consumers ac-

cept they have to pay more money 

due to the higher production costs.” 

Limetree’s operations manager 

Kapila Gunasekarage, says there has 

been a positive response from cus-

tomers when they have been made 

aware of the organic fair trade cof-

fees, “however, in general it’s not a 

question we are asked by our cus-

tomers,” adds Gunasekarage.

Matt Toogood of RAW Coffee 

Company says consumers know 

and recognise organic in the re-

gion, but with “Fair Trade (which 

is more important to us) 

and bird friendly or water 

friendly / dry processed; we 

don’t feel there is much knowledge 

or interest in yet”.

A bag weighs 60 kilograms and represents both Robusta and Arabica beans.

Top 10  coffee  producing countries

10. Mexico – 3,700,000 bags

9. guatemala – 3,910,000 bags

7. Honduras – 4,000,000 bags

3. colombia – 9,500,000 bags

6. ethiopia – 4,400,000 bags

4. indonesia – 9,325,000 bags

5. india – 5,100,000 bags

1. Brazil – 54,500,000 bags
8. peru – 4,000,000 bags

2. Vietnam – 18,725,000 bags
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TRENDS TO 
WATCH OUT FOR10

Coffee is a worldwide phenomenon 

and it loves going through its fair 

share of trends. 

Camille Aoun of Al Jassim Group 

believes the European espres-

so bar concept adopted by 

Caffe Vergnano 1882 will go 

from strength to strength 

in the near future. 

“The idea that you can 

drop into a venue, stand at the 

bar and grab a quick coffee is a 

trend that will catch on due to cities 

like Dubai becoming ever busier,” 

he adds. 

For Matt Toogood of RAW Coffee 

Company simplicity is key. 

“It’s about peeling everything 

back to the simple basics, no syrups, 

no additives, single origins, smaller 

European size cups, quality, quality, 

quality,” he says. 

“People are choosing to follow 

baristas rather than brands.”

While controversy surrounds the 

demand for cold brew among cof-

fee suppliers and cafés, cold coffee 

is where the market needs to head 

towards believes Falko Plückebaum 

of Melitta Systems.  

“This growing trend forces the 

machine producers to offer these 

types of features.”

The next Apple? That’s what Su-

has Dwarakanath of Brewing Gad-

gets believes. 

“I definitely see in the near future 

people will start roasting their own 

coffee at home and coffee roasting/ 

processing / brewing gadgets will be 

on the top of everyone’s Christmas 

wants list, just like Apple’s products 

are right now.”

D ID  YOU  KNOW?
When you are shopping for perfume, it is recommended that you carry 
a small bag of coffee and have a good sniff in between smelling each 
perfume as it refreshes your nose! 


